Preliminary evaluation of an intelligent system for the management of labour.
Over the past 10-15 years, workers using conventional computing approaches have attempted to provide an accurate assessment of fetal condition during labour based on the cardiotocogram (CTG) alone. These have not proved successful perhaps because the correct interpretation of fetal condition also requires physiological knowledge, specific patient information, knowledge of events during labour and considerable practical experience. An intelligent system which considers all the relevant information and embodies expertise may better diagnose fetal condition and support decision making. This study reports the preliminary evaluation of such a system and investigates whether this approach can attain a performance comparable with experienced local clinicians. From a database of 200 high risk labour records, 30 cases were selected; the 9 cases which received clinical intervention for 'fetal-distress' and a further 21 cases selected randomly. The management specified by the system, 3 experienced clinicians (A, B and C) and the actual clinical management were compared in a retrospective blinded review. The experts were found to agree well with each other. Expert A reviewed the cases five months later and was found to be entirely consistent in the management of 28 of the 30 cases. The system's actions were indistinguishable from the experts' and in no case did the system recommend an action not also recommended by at least one experienced reviewer. This study demonstrates the potential of an intelligent system to assist in the management of labour.